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Club funding
requires
participation

Rally mirrors
social ·debate
By Mitch Hurst
WASHlNGTON,D.C.-DoWil
-town Washington, D.C. was a
sea of pro-choice advocates and
banners April 3 as more than
300,000protesters marched down
Constitution Avenue to the
nation's Capitol.
Hoardes of posters and signs
displayed statements that ranged
from "Keep Your Laws Off My
Body" to "George Bush Stay Out
of My Bedroom" were held high
in the air as the marchers voiced

Tuition aid
sought by
legistators
By

Lance Cummings

More tuition money may soo~
be available for college students
in illinois. Two proposals currently under consideration, one
authored by Gov. Jim Thompson,
the other sponsored by State Assemblyman David Hultgren, R94, would increase state aid for
higher education.
"'Thompson's
proposal,
originally outlined in his Feb. 1

John Olino

State of the State address, would
provide for the state to issue $50
million in bond to finance a direct
loan program to students. The
leans would be available without
regard to a student's fmancial
condition. The plan would also
establish an extensive savings
program for parents wishing to do
long-range planning for their
children's future educational requirements. COntinUed page 7
011

By Matthew Kissane

their support for the right of
women to have an abortion.
The march, which was organized by the National Organization of Women , took place _
as a result of the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision to begin hearing
oral arguments on April 26 concerning a pending Missouri law
which states that human life
begins at conception. The case
could jeopardize the 1973
Supreme COUrt decision in Roe
vs. Wade which gave women the
freedo91 to choose a legal abortion. ·
In the face of conservative appointments by Ronald Reagan to
the ~uprem.e .CQurt ll!ld .a pi:eSident who has stated that he would
like to see the Roe vs. Wade
decision overturned, those
present were urged during rallies
before and after the march to
make the event the starting point
for a long-term war.
Congressmen, political
1 de
d
b ··
Students from Welleeley College, Macon, Ga., ahout during the proea rs, attorneys an ce1e nnes choice rally In Waahlngton, D.C. A reported 4,000 people from llllnola
Continued on page3 boarded bua•lor a n•rly 15 hour ride to the naUon'a capital.

Seven group representatives
attended the Aprilll Student Organization Council meeting,
where Dean of Student Services
Hermann Conaway announced
the remaining 11 organizations
may lose school funding if they
continue to miss the meetings.
Conaway, who has been
presiding the meetings, announced the new Assistant Dean
ofStude!!tLife,lreneConley, will
be the organization's administration representative as of May 1.
The council was organized
weeks ago as an administration/student liaison.
The attending clubs were:
American. Marketing Association, African-American Alliance,
Science Club, Hokin Student
Board, American Society of Interior Design, the Illinois Board of
Higher Education and the Journalism Club.
The council is in charge ofdistributing funds to the recognized
organizations and informing the
administration of student issues.

Self study may set new course
of'the college, academic and administrative, as well as surveys of
hundreds of students, alumni,
A need for more student serfaculty and staff.
vices personnel, difficulty retainThe study was based on these
ing students through graduation
and declining black male enroll- ' four criteria for evaluation: The
institution has stated purposes
ment are some of the problems
consistent with its mission, has
revealed in a two and a half year
the human, physical and financial
self-study done by Columbia. The
resources to accomplish that misstudy was conducted in preparasion, and is in fact accomplishing
tion for the accreditation exthat mission and can be expected
amination this week, according to
to continue accomplishing that
Dennis Peacock, director of the
mission in the future.
Graduate Division and study
coordinator.
Columbia's purpose stateAlthough a self-study is rements appear on page three of the
quired for tlie re-accreditation
college catalog. The purpose "to
process, Peacock claims that the
provide an unpressured college
Columbia study went far beyond
climate that offers students an opwhat was needed by the North
portunity to try themselves out, to
Central Association of Colleges
freely explore and discover what
and Schools, the organization
they can and want to do" and the
responsible for re-accreditation.
the mission statement is "no
"The president decided that
longer as true as it once was" besince Columbia College has
cause ofpressure from the federal
groW!! and changed so dramatigovernment to monitor student
cally over the last lO'years that we
academic performance, accordshould have our own review for
ing to Peacock.
our own purposes,• Peacock said.
"F'mancial aid is now tied to
The study's timing was dictated
SAP and we are no longer J1S able
by the evaluation, but jts content - to provide students an extended
and scope were broader than
period of time to explore and disNorth Central would have recover," he said.
quired..
'
An "implicit" purpose of
Tlie study entailed a self-· Columbia is to train students for
evaluation by every departinent
responsible citizenship, but the
By Richard D. Rudnik

study showed there is no strong
feeling the college is accomplishing that goal, according to
Peacock.
Preparing students to be enlightened, responsible citizens
with a strong sense of social
responsibility is part of the mission of any decent liberal arts college," Peacock said.

Continued on Dage 7

"Maybe it's because we never
spelled it out that wedidn 't get the
kind of support that we were
ho.R._ing to find. These purposes
have to be reconsidered and restated, he said.•
Columbia has most of the
resources it needs to continue
proViding quality education with
Continued on page'!

School to be reviewed
By Richard D. Rudnik
A six-member team from the
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools will will be examining Columbia for three days
this week to determine if the college will be re-accredited for
another 10 years.
The team will interview students, faculty and staff members
Aprill7, 18 and 19 as part of the
NCA's process of determining if
Columbia has the resources to
continue providing satisfactory
higher education.
A self-study by the college was
submitted to the NCA prior to the
examination. After the investigation, the team will compare the
results of their inlerviews and the

self-study for accuracy and then
make a recommendation to the
NCA's Commission on Institutions of Higher Education.
Ideally, the college will be accredited for the maximum of 10
years, as it was in 1979. However, if the team discovers any
serious flaws in 1he college they
can recommend a lesser amount
of time, after which they will investigate to see if improvements
have been made.
The results of the accreditation
examination should be released
·
next September.
The North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools is a notfor-profit organization responsible for accrediting all schools of
higher learning in the 19 state
regional area.
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Calendar
Monday, April 24
The world Premiere of
academy award winner Steve
Tesich's "The Speed of Darkness" begins at The Goodman
Theatre, 200 S. Columbus. For
time, reservationa and tickets call
443-3800.
Tuesday, Aprill8
The Museum of Contemporary Photography will present a
lecture and slide show with noted
photographers Meg Gerken,
James Iska, Angela Kelly,
Stephen Marc, Anthony Perez
and Melissa Pinney in the West
Gallery at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5
for general public and free for
museum members. Question and
answer period will follow all
photographers slide presentations.
Wednesday, Apri126
Join the Creative Process class
for an outstanding group of
speakers including Joseph Ahem,
vice-president, general manager
WLS-TV; Roben Morse, vicepresident, general manager

WMAQ-TV; William McCarter,
president, general manager
WTTW-TV; Jonathon Rogers,
vice-president, general manager·
WBBM-TV; Howard Shapiro,
president WCIU-TV. The panel
will discuss "Creative Thinking
About Management", II a.m.,
Hokin Hall. AU students invited.
Thursday, April20
The Lunch and Learn Series
presents "Can Architecture Cure
Anything?", a discussion with architects Howard Decker,
Bertrand Goldberg, Cynthia
Weese and Chicago Tribune architecture critic Paul Gapp. Ferguson Theatre, Michigan building. For more information call
663-1600, ext. 422.
Friday, April21
Tune into the writing of your
favorite t.v. shows like Alfred
Hitchcock Presents, and Star
Trek: The Next Generation with
screenwriter Jonathan Glassner.
7:30p.m., admission free, all welcome. For more information call
663-1600,exL 277.

Career Opportunities
SOUND ENGINEERING INTERN: Must be Junior or Senior
with 3.0 GPA plus department approval to work at SPARROW
SOUND DESIGN STIJDIOS, 3501 N. Southport, Chicago, ll. 60657.
Send cover letter and resume requesting interview. (Credit may be
deferred until summer.) Attention: Bradley Parker Sparrow, CEO.
PUBLIC RELATIONS/PROMOTIONS INTERN: To work
with JAM PRODUCTIONS, 207 W. Goethe Chicago, II. 60610. Direct
cover letter and mail resume to Peter Weiss, coordinator at JAM. No
phone calls-will accept resume only. Credit may be deferred until
summer with department approval. (Jr. & Sr. only-3.0 GPA.)
BUSINEES INTERN: CffiCAGO ACCESS CORPORATION
seeking qualified Jr. or Sr. with 3.0 GPA and basic accounting
knowledge to work in busy access office. Computor basic is necessary
requuemenL Credit can be deferred until summer with department
. approval. Write cover letter and send resume to Merideth Hall, Business Manager; Chicago Access Corp; 322 S. Green St. Chicago, II.

60607.
mte abo\'e information has been prm•ided by the Office of Career Services. For
further derails concerning the illlernships and opportunities list. contact Monica
Weber Grayless in the Career Se!Vices office, Room 607. main building.)
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Author turns p~ge
in new career
By KellyFo.x
Award-winning author, Karen
Osborne, is now a full-time faculty member in the English Department.
Osborne graduated from the
University of Florida and earned
her master's degree and doctorate
in English at the University of
Denver. Since thent she has
taught English at a .number of
universities, including Tbilisi
State University in the Soviet
Union, but she said she prefers
Columbia over the other "rigidly
elitist environments."
"Columbia's open, liberal atmosphere celebrates individuality, creativity and encourages personal style and expression," she said.

Karen Osborne

about understanding for those
r,aving difficulties.
The novel that brought Osborne recognition is titled "Car. lyle Simpson." The book was
In the classroom she relies on awarded first prize by the Friends
witty comments to enliven stu- of American Writers and the
dent awareness, and to bring Chicago Foundation for Litera-

ture award by the Friends of
Litecature.
"I decided to write fiction in
order to tell the trutb.." she said.
Writing the novel took a great
deal of understandin g on
Osborne's part. She said she was
forced to surrender her own judg- ·
ments in order to become more in
tune with to the unpleasant 65year-old character she wrote
about.
In addition to "Carlyle
Simpson," she has published
shon stories, essays, articles and
reviews in a number of periodicals. Her work also has appeared in translation in the
literary journal, Literaturuli
Sakartvelo (Georgian Literature)
in Tbilisi, Georgia, and the
U.S.S.R.
She teaches Modem American
Novels, American Literature,
major American Authors, Contemporary American Authors and
English Composition I and II.

Emotions key to writer's success
By Christopher Hyatt
Author Joanne Leedom-Ackerman visited Columbia as part of
the Fiction Writing Department's
Visiting Writers Series March 22.
Leedom-Ackerman, whose
works include the novel "The
Dark Path to the River" and the
story collection "No Marble Angels," read excerpts from both
works in the Ferguson Theater
and visited with fiction students,
both on a one-on-one basis and in
group question-and-answer sessions, during her two-day visit to
the college.
She said she enjoyed herself
enormously while she was here.
"[This kind of] thing really makes
you feel like a writer," she said.
After being involved with PEN
International, an association of
professional writers which oversees developments in the literary
community, she was beginning to
feel more like an administrator
than an author, she said.

One would have never guessed
this at the reading, however, bee
cause she entenained with her
energy and humor while reading
her work and answering questions
concerning the writing process.
"My ideal writing environment
would be a crowded newsroom
where everyone left me-alone,"
she said.
She talked about the censorship in literature, citing Salman
Rushdie's case with his book
"The Satanic Verses" as an · example.
She also met with students
who submitted stories to her for
her review and ~e assisted the
students in overcoming cenain
stumbling blocks in their writing.
Student Ken Harris, who met
with her during one of these onehour sessions, said he found the
experience "very rewarding. She
pointed out things I never noticed
before in my writing, and she
pointed out tlie good qualities in

Joanne Leedom·Ackennan

the work, which was encouraging."
Of her own writing, LeedomAckerman said, "~you can f~lit,
·you can write about it. Emotional
understanding is the key to good
fiction."

Controversy inspires cart~onist
By Julie Rossler
Richard Locher, Pulitzer
Prize-winning political canoonist
for the Chicago Tribune , knew he
had succeeded in his career when
he received his fll'St death threat.
Loc.her was a political cartoonist for about three months
when his colleague and friend,
John Fischetti, told him he wasn't
wonh much as an editorial cartoonist in Chicago until h~'d had
his first death threat. Locher
eventually received it, and was
fonunate the threat was only with
a plastic water gun.
Although Locher's profession
causes him to be unpopular with
some people, he still finds his
work challenging and rewarding.
"I love commentary. I've always liked to say what I think
about a situation. I give people a
lot of credit when they can come

out very eloquently and speak
their mind on what they are upset
about, or in some cases, what they
like," Locher said. "I kind of like
the idea that in this country a man
can call somebody a liar and get
away with it."
Locher draws five editorial
canoons a week for the Tribune.
He said there is about one cartoon
a month that causes controversy.
The most controversial issues to
draw on are abortion, gun control,
birth control and religion.
Locher did a parody on
"Gone with the Wind" with Byrne
as Scarlett O'Hara. In the cartoon,
Rhett Butler said to Scarlett,
"Scarlett, Chicago is burning."
She said, "Frankly Rhett, I don't
give a damn."
Locher said, "For this canoon,
she threw me out of City Hall.
She sent me a note that said, 'You
arc no longer welcome at City
Hall."'

Locher said one of the most
controversial cartoons he ever did
also had Byrne in it:- The cartoOn
portrayed By~e as "Alice in
Blunderland." In the cartoon
there was a teacup with eyes looking up. Byrne didn't mind seeing
herself in the cartoon, but she
didn't like the teacup. She said
the teacup signified that there was
something going on in City Hall
that wasn't supposed to be.
Locher has had many rewarding experiences during his career.
He has had his canoons on the
wall of the Oval Office during the
Carter and Reagan administrations. He was also asked to donate
one of his cartoons to Warner
Brothers for a tribute to Ronald
Reagan. Jimmy Carter asked
Locher for a canoon he did with
Carter as the Planters Peanut man.
As a gesture of thanks to Locher,
Carter sent him a pair of presidential cuff links, of which he is very
honored to wear.
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Rally
Continued from page 1

gave fiery orations about selfdetermination and women's dignity, many times directing their
comments toward the opposing
pro-life movement
Anti-abortion advocates set up
a symbolic graveyard the week
before the march, planting 4,400
cro~es near the pond in front of
the Capitol, one for each of the
estimated number of abortions
that take place everyday.
Billie Avery, director of the
National Black Women's Health
Project, singled out anti-abortionists in an emotional speech
before the march.
"What would have been more
irnp~ive to me personally, [instead of a protest], is if you had
fed 4,400 homeless children,"
Avery said. " There are thousands
of black babies who die every
year, and nobody buries crosses
or feeds them or makes sure they
get pre-natal care." .
Rep. Jolene Unseld D-Wash.
echoed Avery's sentiments.
"We're here, you're here to tell
the world that no tyrannical
minority is going to impose theil
religious beliefs on this society,"
Unseld said.

Ame~ica," he continued, "we
have so many choices, we're so
spoiled it's pathetic. I mean, she
could give up the baby for adoption to somebody whO'can't have
children."
As the ·march concluded,
politicians and celebrities, including Cybill Sheperd and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, made their final
pitches to the crowd from the
Capitol steps, and urged them to
continue the fight.
"This' is just the beginning"
seemed to he the theme of the day,
and marchers cheered as activists
and actresses concluded the day
with speecbes referring to the
days of past women's rights
movements.
Neeli Madan, a journalism
major from Northwestern University and head of the school's Undergraduate Woman' s Coalition
who sent two busloads of
protesters to WashingtOn, said she
went away from the rally with a
positive feeling. "I can't even
describe what it felt like to know
that we were so on target," she
said.
Other students were imp~ed
with the amount of younger marchers. Yvette Shields, a student at
Columbia College, said the turnout of young people should dispell the myth that they are
apathetic.
"For so long our generation
has been told we take for granted
our rights," Shields stated. "I
think that [the marCh] proves our
· IS
· COnsCIOUS
·
to the
generaUon
thr IS the
to O rights n
ea . re are
ur
·

Sara WeddingtOn, the attorney
who argued the Roe vs. Wade
case, scolded politicians who
have backed down from their
original pro-choice positions.
"We have come to shame those in
public life who in their heart of
hearts know we are right but have
traded political advantage'for the
truth."
The diversity within the crowd
of marchers was also' a point
brouglit out by the speakers.
Whole families marched carrying
signs saying "Our Family is ProChoice," alongside single
mothers, blacks, children and
homosexual couples. Religious
- groups were also well represented; a frequently seen button
read "Catholics for Free Choice."
The only glitch in the day's
proceedings was the holdup at the
beginning of the march as the •
protesters stopped to debate a
small group of counter protesters,
many of whom were holding up
pictures of fetuses shown inside
their mother's wombs. Mounted
police were assigned to keep the
opposing sides from engaging in
physical contact.
The "graveyard" the crowd
passed toward the end of the
march, also turned into a debating
ground as protesters stopped to
challenge the pro-life advocates
who were stationed around the

r---------------------, cro~es.
Hector, 22, who refused to
Lower the numbers
and raise the odds.

give his last name, carne with a
church group downtown to speak
out against the protesters. Dressed
Controlling your blood pressure can
neatly in a three piece suit and
reduce your risk of hearl disease.
._________________________, holding pictures of fetuses, Hector was unirn~ by the large
pro-choice turnout.
:~
"The issue is not how many
people show up, it' s whether : '
111,271 to ~ trom _ .. aubfect•
abortion is right or wrong," he
Onlo< COiolog T~ VlooiMC 0< COO
"We believe that a woman
aq,q;,~~~;9le22 said.
who is pregnant does not have the
Or, rush $2.00 to: Ae. .erch AMietence
113221dohoAw. I206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
right to kill just because she got
CUslom ,_,h also JYal~ble-allleYels
412 South Michigan Avenue
raped or something. This is

1-'aqe :;

Student lobbies
for state funding
By Stuart Sudak
Columbia students should be
more aware of how state funds for
educa:tion. are distributed,
Jerome Hawkinson, The Illinois
Board of Higher Education students advisory committee representative for Columbia said.

Jerom• H•lr~khl.aln-

Hawkinson said that few students are informed about
Columbia's involvement with
IBHE or how it operates.
"Since I became the representitive I haved', new understanding of how funds are distributed to different public or
private colleges and universities,"
Hawkinson, 20, a sophomore
majoring in music said. "I think
all college st~dents should kno~
how
m
funds therr
h much
J.
. .state
n
SC 00 IS rece1vmg.
The main responsibility of the
·~ IBHE is the regulation of funds
• for higher education in Tilinois.
As a representative of the Student
AdvisoryCommittee,Hawkinson
said that he assists the IBHE in
~ determining the allocation of
~ funds to institutions.
:\ According to Hawkinson, he
~ helps the IBHE regulate budget
' and policy regulations for the in;
: stitutions. At the moment, the
: lBHE is worki_
ng on whether
o SChOOlS ShOuld Sbffen high SChool

·: ••"i)••••••••••••••••
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"We review budgets and
decide if we want to support
them," he said. "We .frequently
suggest our own policies to help .
the board. We try to influence or
sway their opinions."
State institutions are allowed
up to two student representatives
and automatic voting privileges
while a private school, such as
Columbia, can only have one student participate and a petition to
vote is needed.
Columbia gained voting
privileges when Hawkinson petitioned for it last December.
"Under IBHE rules, without the
petition the school, through me,
wouldn't have been able to vote
until 1992."
Hawkinson was appointed
Columbia's representative last
September after being picked randomly by administrators and
faculty for the position. According to Hawkinson, the qualifications· vary. "The only solid
criterion for the position is that
you have to be a full-time student," Hawkinson said. He is
planning to run for a high level
position with the committee next
year.
"But a student's qualifications
for the position are weighed
heavily by their grades, extracurricular participation and good
communication skills," he said.
According to Hawkinson the
board has helped Columbia's
image with other school s
throughout the state.
"Many of the other student
representatives didn't know we
were a liberal arts school and
some of them weren't even aware
of Columbia at all," he said.
JBHE meetings are held at different state schools monthly. The
next meeting will be held at Bradley University, located in Peoria,
in April.
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Malcolm X scandal lowers
reputation of city colleges
Chicago colleges have suffered a blow to their
reputations. Unfortunately, not only do the institutions suffer, but so do the students, most of whom
rely on such schools to provide them a quality education because they can't afford other, more ellpensive
schools.
Last week, it was revealed that teachers at Malcolm X College were giving A's to students who
didn't attend classes. As part of the investigation,
"ghost" students signed up for classes and didn't
attend. They received A's, while others in the classes
claimed they earned grades higher than what they
received.
The fact that professors awarded "ghost" students
A's, not only infuriates those who worked for their
grades, but conlributes to the thorny reputation of
a school system that has battled bad press, a declining enrollment and financial woes.

It took one student to write to the school's administration, making those in charge aware of a
rumored situation.
The one comforting thought of the whole
desperate situation the school system is placed in
now, is that the administrators actually listened to
the complaints of one student.
Investigators enrolled in classes under the cover
of ordinary students at Malcolm X College and their
results, proved that corruption is not always at the
top but in the nuts and bolts of the operation.
We sympathize with our fellow students whose
records may be marred despite college officials who
dispute this vehemently. Hopefully, educators at
schools these students may transfer to, will understand that most students earned their grades.
It's a shame a couple bad apples have damaged
the reputations of the rest in the basket.

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:
If you aspire tci be a professionally credible and competent
writer, I have a suggestion for
you. Try writing the truth!
I have been a patton of the
Conrad Hilton and it's Barber
Shop for seven years. Every three
weeks for seven years adds up to
120 visits. Never once a problem.
Go down there and ask those
people what they think of me.
Every three weeks I go to the
hotel and if it is busy, I park my
car (which is a Mercedes though
hardly "new"-- it's five years old)
in the garage. On most visits (90
percent of the time) I park on the
stteet in front of the hotel. I
proceed to the Doorman and let
him know that I am going for a
haircut I leave the keys (in case
he needs to move it) and $10.
When I attempted this with
"Michael" he most impolitely told
me I could not park there. When
I ellplained that I had been doing
so for years he became verbally
abusive shouting, "I don't give a
s_ t! Get it out of here."
On 99 days out of I 00 I would
have moved my car, gone into the
hotel and complained to the
Manager about his behavior. But
on this particular day I was not in
the mood for his abuse so I said to
him, "You know -- you're a
f_ ing punk!" Note: I did not
say "College Puke." How in the
world could I possibly know this
guy was a student. Furthermore,
it was on! y five years ago that I
was a student myself.
Up until this point all that had
occurred was a verbal argument
between two guys that were perhaps having a bad day. What hap"pened neJ~t caught me completely

by surprise. Suddenly, Michael
sprung into a karate stance while
jumping up an~wn. He began
shouting, "I'll kill you mother
f_er --I'll kill you!" Michigan
Avenue with many people around
and this guy is jumping up and
down in a karate stance (sill inches from my face) swearing and
challenging me to fight.
I turned away from him to
walk back to my car but he blocked my path -- all the while in a
karate stance challenging me to
fight. The distance between my
car and the spot where the argument began was about 30 yards.
After about 15 yards of this guy
right in my face swearing at me,
blocking my path, all the while
fearing he would attack me with
some sort of karate flurry -- I
decided to take action.
I pushed him away from me
and we began to fight. It's true
that I am a big man (though I
relieve Michael to be over 6 feet,
200 pounds himself) and that he
got the worst end of the fight
This does not mean that I was
responsible for the fight occurring. What was I supposed to do?
The fig ht did not last too long
before a policeman arrived.
Though a little winded and disoriented (Michael had knocked
my eyeglasses off with one of his
blows) I calmly began to eJ~plain
what had taken ·place to the officer. At this time Michael
screamed, "fat ass" at me and
hurled my glasses against the side
of the building smashing them to
pieces.
More police arrived along with
Hotel Management. I related the
incident to them (I ass ume

Michael did as well) and Hotel
Management apologized to me
for Michael's actions. No arrests.
No charges pressed. I told the
police that if he did not want to
press charges, I would not either.
,
I then left.
I certainly regret that the incident occurred but I do not believe
that I was at fault. Which brings
me to your editorial. You were
not present at the time this incident occurred. You did not contact me to get my sideofthestory.
What about the police? What
about hotel staff? It seems to me
that you didn't bother to talk to
anyone other than Michael before
you wrote a very negative and
damaging editorial about me -painting me as this villain who
hates college students and beats
people up on a whim.
Let me eJ~plain something.
People do not commit "brutal, unprovoked attacks" in front of 25
people and simply walk away -and well they shouldn't! Did it
ever occur to you that the reason
"over 20 witnesses did not come
forward to plead Michael's case"
was because they witnessed how
hostile and aggressive he was.
Again-- no arrests and no charges
pressed. That is until Michael
discovered who I was and saw
dollar signs over the prospect of
pressing charges against me.
Shame on you for writing such
an inaccurate and biased account
of the incident! Shame on "The
Chronicle" and the university for
allowing it to be printed!
Chris Carson
Carson's Ribs

Disabled miss
society's /respect
Funny things have been happening to me since I began my stint as
the Chronicle editor.
Someone volunteered me as a group coordinator for a walk-a-thon.
I am now the Columbia College team coordinator for the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation's Walk-A-Thon May 21. I hope to see all of yow·
~ames on my roster.
It will tilke a lot of time and some sacrifices, but after all it is the
'80s and the ttend is "anything for a cause." This is a charity I can
relate to because it concerns a fatal disease that afflicts the children of
our neJ~t door neighbors, siblings and friends of friends' in-laws.
The person I consider my closest loved one was born with cerebral
palsy. It severely afflicts muscular coordination resulting from brain
damage at or before birth. But it is not always fatal, as with cystic
fibrosis.
·
My older sister Winifred has the mental age of one year and her
limbs are so palsied, she has to crawl or be pushed in a wheelchair.
I am 'very proud (and somewhat envious) of her courage. But I am
ashamed when others do not understand her. Although 90 percent of
my peers are courteous and understanding, it takes one jerk to get me
eJ~ttemely upset and depressed.
I am very angered by the way the press has handled the emergence
of California Angels' minor league one-armed pitcher Jim Abbott He
is no freak. He is a gifted ballplayer with a different way of using his
limbs. Whoever ttained him to handle himself on the field has given
baseball fans happiness.
I am also very angered when I see thousands picket a movie because
it does not depict their god in e)(ftctly the right light, yet thousands rave
behind a ftlm that eJ~ploits the unusual lifestyle of an autistic man. I
shouldn't be surprised by the society that put George Bush in the White
House.
I went through many years pondering the worth of Winnie's life
before I learned not to feel sorry for her. By giving attention to her
and to others with physical impairments, I have also learned they
deserve respect, not sympathy.
When I interned at the ·chicagoland Radio Information Service, a
closed-circuit radio station for the blind, I learned that feeling sorry for
a person born blind is absurd. They are people like the rest of us who
have a different way of seeing. Visually gifted folks can offer sight.
The neJ~t time you hear a Stevie Wonder record, cherish what you get
in return.
My sister Winnie is a perfect human being with a different way of
living. The love we eJ~change is unfathomable. I am more than happy
to carry the weight of dedicating my life for her.
The trade is very even. I can lead a mainstream life, using my gifts
to the fullest, while she stays home and maintains the innocence I have
lost. I can guarantee I have her blessings, which is all I want.
For the moment, my gift is the ability to round up some people to
raise money for cystic fibrosis research to prevent the disease from
crippling and killing more children. You'll get their blessings in
return.
·
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Frankly speaking: Lamarr Scott

Diversification is major key
to successful television career
By E!izabeth Roller
Lamarr Scott's high wasn't
one you could buy off the street.
It was one he felt from .working in
the television news business.
Deadlines and pressures poured
adrenaline through his veins. But
aft« five years, the side negative
effects began to surface. He felt
cola and cynical and left because
of it.
Now Lamarr Scott; television
·studio coordin.ator at Columbia,
teaches· three classes in the
Television
Department:
Television Studio Production 1;
.Directing 1; and Television News
Field Production. Although Scott
left the television news business
almost 10 years ago, he is still
addicted to the industry. He is
credited with the installation o(
the Columbia news program,
"600South."
How different is television
news today than it was 10 to 20
years ago?
·
I would have to say that things
are a lot more cut and dry now. I
. got into the . busifless as a film
maker. Film is a hands on thing
where you literally have to paste

two pieces of film together. Now
it's more of an electronic situation, you don't touch the media.
It's just a matter of pushing but. tons. A lot of the craft of news
making is no longer there, however, things are a lot sharper.
What do you see for the fu·
ture or television news?
I have a little fantasy of a
reporter coming onto the scene
with a suitcase in his hand. He
opens up the suitcase and there's
a very small camera. He pulls out
a satellite dish from his suitcase
· and aims it up in the air and does
his story--a one person
reporter/cameraperson doing the
whole thing right there on the
scene.
Kids who were raised on
television are going to be running newsrooms around the
country in the next 10 to 20
years. What can we expect?
Things are going to be a lot
more visual. I would hesitate to
say that maybe, the true content of
the message may be lacking. I say
that haltingly because kids who
grow up only watching TV, the
ones who don't get a chance to
read and find substance in things,
look at it as that visual bubble

gum--that quick, flashy, clean,
sharp look that says very little.
Do you reel that there will be
more focus on entertainment
and less focus on issue_s in the
future?
Exactly. Most of what I see
happening is the use of more attention getting devices. The news
is always tempting you with
something-stay tuned for this or
that--so you '11 wait through that
commercial. Nine times out of 10
that story you've waited for really ·
loses it's punch.
·
What changes do you hope to
see in the television news business?
It's become a serious business
now. You'vegotpeoplelikeSony
owning CBS. It's just a moneymaking venture. I would like to
see us getting back to the basics
and have TV people run the TV
stations--running it as a service,
rather than a business.
What's you're favorite news
program now?
Sunday Morning and McNeilLahrer in particular because they
take one story and they follow it
all the way through. You get all
the information about that one
story, rather than j'!st a two

Teievtalon may be movtng toward.more of an entertainment medium
rather than a newa medium, Lamarr ScoH aald.

minute blurb that reiilly doesn't
tell you very·much.
Why do you feel that students are so drawn to the news
business?
More and more people, and I
fmd this particularly true in students, want to get into television
because they .look at these
anchors on TV and they say to
themselves, "That's easy, I can do
that." I think the· draw is the
glamour and the big money that
cancomeoutofit. I think they get
a big shock w.hen they come here
Headzone'

because they see that there's a lot
more to it than just standing up in
front of the camera.
,
What is your advice to stu·
dents entering the news business?
Be prepared for a lot of disappointment. Have yoitr goals set in
mind, don't veer from those goals.
The competition is tough, so
diversify. Don't train yourself to
be one thing, because you'll commit occupational suicide if you
do. Learn how to produce. Learn
how to direct. But more so, learn
how to write.
By Chris Basis

Reedy lectures stress teamw.o rk
By Deborah Wells
Columbia hosted the William
A. Reedy Memorial Lectllie last
Friday at the Getz Theatre. !ohn
Mulvany, chairman of the
Photography Department and a
member of the Eastman Kodak
Advisor Board, said Columbia
was not a random choice to host
the exhibit. "Columbia was picked for its national prestige," he
said.
The lecture was held last
Friday, April 14, at the Getz
Theater. The topic was "Design &
Photography: The Search for
Balance.". The presentation illustrated how designer and
photographer wod:: together to
create an advertising project.

The speakers were graphic
. designer Alvin Grossman, formally Art Director of McCalls
Magazine and photographer
- Rudy Muller, whose photos have
spread across the pages of
magazines such as Food and
Wine, Ladies Home J oUmal, and
Redbook.
The lectures are held six times
a year at the most artistically
known universities and colleges
in the nation. Last year's lecture
was also held in Chicago at the
Art Institute.
Kenneth Lassiter, Marketing
Developer for Eastman Kodak,
said the most interesting aspect
about the lectures was to see two

people working together as a
team. "This is what the [an] world
is really like," Lassiter said.
Each lecture had both a different topic and a ·different
speaker. All arrangements and
sponsoring were done by
Eastman Kodak Company in the
name of William A. Reedy.
Reedy_was editor of Kodak' s
trade periodical, Applied Photography, for 21 years.
Kodak said that its purpose of
the lectures was to bring to the
campus outstanding practitioners
in the fields of photography, film,
graphic arts, and communication.
Their theme-the 'desire and the
need for excellence-was Reedy' •

Dead end

Opinion Poll

Do you think Roe vs. Wade should
.be overturned ?
Senio~ .
e

By Juliette Marshall

Jonathan Banks
•
TelevJSJOn!Radto
"I think it should remain the
way it is. A woman should be able
to make any decision relating to
her body, and the government
should be concentrating on some
of the many problems facing our
country today".

Chris McCleary
Junior
Management
"No, I don' t. I think a woman .
Monique Larla Amos
should hav~ the right to make any
Freshman
decisions concerning her body.
Management
After all, this is a free country.
"I think abortion should be a
This shouldn' t even be a question
woman's choice because there is
in today's society because if already a lot of child abuse in this
women were to stop having aborcountry and if women were
tions the population would exforced to have unwanted babies
plode".
there would probably even more".
:oue to technical d/fflcult/lls photos WMe unab/9 to b9 developed b9fol'll press deadline.
Jay Feltz
Sophomore
Business
any legitimate
"I don't
reason for it. They say they're
killing babies. Well if so, what
about all of the people who are
being killed in the electric chair.
I'm not saying that it's right, but
it's a decision that should be left
up to !'Je individual.

see

Fl<.U~E', LIIIE' FoR T001'1.'!' !
WE: COv.L-!> l-I lT A M AJ'O~ LOU::>
FRoNT, ANI) W f:'l) ALL. ~E Dtf\1) \t>A\O~~C.~ !"

By Brian Cade
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Alumnus directs horrifying film
By Mitch Hurst
"Henry...Portrait of a Serial
Killer" is a throwback to the horror films of yesteryear, those lowbudget slashers where the
audience was there to watch
people die, not necessarily to be
scared out of their wits. What sets
"Henry" apart from those films
however, is its very modem, sleek
production, and some fascinating camera work.
Directed by Columbia College
graduate John McNaughton for
Maljack Productions and MPI
Home Video, "Henry" follows a
middle aged psychopath as he
brutally kills just about any
human he happens to make eye
contact with.
Henry is played by Michael ·
Rooker (St. Elsewhere, Eight
Men Out), and his performance is
disturbingly realistic as a man
who has completely shut out any
sensitivity toward human life.

Tom Towles plays Otis, Henry's
reluctant sidekick, who eventually becomes even more wacko
than Henry himself.
One misconception that could
be drawn from the title is that this

Michael Rooker playa a mur-.
derer In "Henry...Portralt of a Serial
Killer."

film is a psychological thriller.
Don't be fooled. Although the
point is well taken that Henry is a
very disturbed individual, the
audience doesn't get an opportunity to see what causes his

desbllctive nature. However, in a
way this is refreshing. Viewers
are spared the typical "revealing"
conversaion between lunatic and
psychiatrist already worn out by
past psychological thrillers.
"Henry" is a physical thriller.
Suspense takes a back seat to
blood and guts. The special effects are brilliant, especially a
wonderfully filmed decapitation
scene that will send those with a
weak stomach headed for the
toilet.
Some viewers are sure to ask,
"Why was this film made?" That
is precisely the point of "Henry."
If one needs a reason they no
doubt will not enjoy it "Henry" is
only for the truly dimented, or
those who would like to think they
are.
"Henry ...Portrait of a Serial
Killer" is showing April2I and 28
at midnight at the Music Box
Theater, 3733 N. Southpon in
Chicago.

Keaton rescues."Dream
Team" from insanity
By Joe Gilleran
Billy, Henry, Jack and Alben
are "The Dream Team," but
they're really not a team at all.
These four men share one significant thing in common, they
are residents of a Trenton, N. J.
mental hospital.
Chicago-born director, raised
in Los Angeles, Howard Zieff,
directed "The Dream Team." His
other credits include "Private
Benjamin," "Unfaithfully Yours,"
and "Hearts of the West. • The
subtitle under "The Dream Team
is "Four guys on a field trip to
reality."
Actually, their sympathetic
psychiatrist plans to take them to
Yankee Stadium to enjoy a ball
game. However, one of the
patients has a call of nature so
they pull off in an alley wheff. the
psychiatrist is knocked unconscious after inadvenently witnessing a murder.
The "team" of four men, who
can't function on their own in
society, are left to roam the streets

~ ~C
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of New York. The unconscious
doctor, the only witness to the
murder, is taken to the hospital.
Now the Dream Team must fmd
their doctor before the killers do.
The Dream Team is led by
Billy Caulfield (Michael Keaton),
a writer who lives in a fantasy
world and has trouble controlling
his temper. He has been locked
up for one and a half years and his
goal in life is Darryl Hannah. He
tells the others that he raced at the
Indianapolis 500 and played
hockey for the .New York
Rangers. He is hostile toward
authority and believes that "chaos
is great."
Henry Sikorsky (Christopher
Llo yd) is a formal postal
employee who thinks he is a doctor. He takes notes on the group's
sessions, dresses like other doctors and wants to repon the others
to the psychiatrist
Hack McDermott (Peter
Boyle) was committed after
trying to throw a fellow advertising executive out of a window.
Since then, Jack has found
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religion and his goal is to bting
Jesus Christ into advenising.
The last member of the team,
and the most disappointing, is Albert lanuzzi (Stephen Furst), best
known as Flounder in "Animal
House." He also appeared on "St
Elsewhere". He is a catatonic
who speaks only in phrases he has
learned from watching television
and baseball games. Billy says
that Albert is "too scared to be a
real person: ·
Other cast members include
Dennis Boutsikaris as the
psychiatrist and Lorraine Bracco
("Someone to Watch Over Me,"
and "Sing") who plays Billy's
girlfriend, Riley.
Michael Keaton, coming off a
big year with the critically acclaimed "Clean and Sober," and
"Beetlejuice" keeps "The Dream
Team" from becoming a disappointment. His Billy character is
likened to that of Jack
Nicholson's R.P. McMurphy in
"One Flew Over the Cukoo's
Nest," the I975 movie that swept
theOscars.

·
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Local Events
Monday, Apr1117
Noted film maker Michael
Snow will present his most recent
work "Seated Figures" at the
School of the Art Institute,
Columbus Drive at Jackson
Boulevard. Question anS\ver session will follow. Free for students
and staff of area colleges and
senior citizens, $3 for general
public. For more information call
443-3711.
Tuesday, April18
Betsy and The Boneshakers
will be at Cubby Bear lounge,
1059 W. Addison, at IO p.m. No
cover.
The spectacular opera film,
"La Traviata", directed by Franco
Zeffirelli, will be shown at the
Chicago Public Library Cultural .
Center, 78 E. Washington, 5 p.m.,
admission is free.
Wednesday, April19
Robert S. McNamara,
Secretary of Defense under John
F. Kennedy, will speak on contemporary world issues and war at
the Chicago Access Corporation,
322 S. Green St. at 2 p.m. Admission is free, open to public.
t!litzer Ebb with Unghl will
take the stage at Cabaret Metro,
3730 N. Clark, at 7:30p.m. Tickets $I5 at the door and in advance.
All ages.
Also at Cabaret Metro, Crash
Dummies, Auatic Noggin for a II
p.m. show. Tickets $4 advance
and at the door. 2I and over.
Janis Ewart, former president
of the Association of the Advancement of Creative Musicians,
will discuss "Developing a
Budget" in conjunction with The
Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center's Ans Management Seminars. 5 to 6:45 p.m., admission is
free.
Thursday, April20
The Bonedaddys and Hotel
Carlos will appear at the Cubby

Bear lounge, 1059 W. Addison at
10 p.m. $5 admission.
Concrete Blond with green
will be at Cabaret Metro, 3730 N.
Clark, at 7:30p.m. Tickets$13.50
advance and at the door. All ages.
Friday, April21
Local band, Monica's Interval,
return to Cabaret Metro, 3730 N.
Clark, for an II p.m., 2I and over
show. Tickets $6.
Saturday, April22
Naked Raygun will perform at
Cabaret Metro in honor of their
new album release "Understand?." Show time II p.m.,
tickets $8, 2I and over.
Monday, Apr1124
The world · premiere of
academy 'award-winner Steve
Tesich's "The Speed of Darkness" begins at The Goodman
Theater, 200 S. Columbus. For
time, reservation and tickets call
443-3800.
Thursday, Apri120
The Lunch and Learn Series
presents "Can. Architecture Cure
Anything?," a discussion with architects Howard Decker,
Bertrand Goldberg, Cynthia
Weese and Chicago Tribune architecture critic Paul Gapp. Ferguson Theater, Michigan building. For more information call
663-I600, ext 422.
Tuesday, Apri118
The Museum of Contemporary Photography will present a
lecture and slide show with noted
photographers Meg Gerken,
James Iska, Angela Kelly,
Stephen Marc, Anthony Perez
and Melissa Pinney in the West
Gallery at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5
for the general public and free for
wuseum members. Question and
answer ·period will follow all
photographers slide presentations.

INTODAY'S

JOB MARKET

EMPLOYERS WANT
MORE THAN THE
SAME OLD B.S.

Both characters are involved
in going on an adventurous field
trip; they both have disrespect for
authority and they are the selfproclaimed leaders of their
groups.
Ironically, Christopher Lloyd
was in "One Flew Over the
Cukoo's Nest," as well. In "The
Dream Team," his character is
believable as the patient who
poses as a doctor. He hasn't written or seen his wife and daughter
in two years.
Peter Boyle, as a religious
fanatic, is best when he walks into
a black gospel church and begin~
to strip.
Stephen F urst's charac ter
lucks any orig inality as the
cuuttonic who says things such as
"bauer up" when asked about
going to the bathroom.

Evt'l)' year. twcr a million new cul~)...'C ~rrnduatcs pul

" ' Ult" r new blue suits ;mel RO job htUl!JJI)l.

All of tltem have degrees. Most ol !hem have hearty
h:uldsl•'lkes. But vel)' few hnve whitt ernpkwers wan!
most - pmctical work experienc-e.
·
1l ,..!'s why tl>ere's a I\1Uonwicle proj!T1lll1 called
c., ~JCmtivc Edurntioo\ I! ;uk>ws s!tKit•n!s !o a~cmn!e
studit.'S a! the m llcge of Ulcir choic-e witl>paid. prnctical
work experience n1 UlC mreer of their choice.
So (;o.Qj, &iuc;>lion s!tKien!s wmua!e wi!h more than
a dcwec. 1ltey l>1ve practical knowkxllle. And n
ron1JCtilive oclvnn!njle in !odny's crowded job mrui<et
1\nd U"! sure bcms trying !o B.S. your wny in!u n job.

Co•oo Educanon

You ('.tlllll ~llurc wh(•n }'fll.l l':llll n <~J(t"e'e.
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Self-study
Continued from page 1

two exceptions--equipment for
the equipment intensive programs
such as computer literacy and student services personnel, according to Peacock.
"Wearelaggingbehindenrollment growth in providing student
services personnel," Peacock
said. "The administration has now
committed to hiring three new associate deans ofstudent services."
The college is presently in the
process of hiring the new deans
who will address such issues as
housing, health related issues,
student organizations, minority
student affairs and handicapped

Tuition

Continued from page 1

Hultgren's bill, known as HB
700, aims to ensure full funding of
Illinois' Monetary Award Program. "By full funding, we mean
making sure that all needy Illinois
students receive the fmancial aid
they deserve," Hultgren said.
"The current level of funcfuig is
only 62 percent of need as deter- .
mined by the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission.
The Hultgren bill would require the state to provide full
funding of the MAP, as dictated
by need, prior to any other ectucational programs being funded.
The lone exception to that
provision would be the community colleges.
Director of Financial Aid John
Olino, while supporting both
proposals, indicated that if he had
to choose between the two, he
strongly favors the Hultgren bill.
"We have about 3000 students at
Columbia who take advantage of
the MAP. It's getting srudents
into college who can least afford
it. It's an outright grant, with a
maximum of over $3000 per
school year," Olino said.
"A s for the Thompson
proposal, any time you increase
the pool of dollars for students--!
like thaL The weakness of the
proposal is that not enough dollars
go to the proper [needy] students.
It just doesn' t meet the need
where the need exists-- at the

and international students, according to Peacock.
Alumni· are entering the
professions of their choice and are
performing their jobs well,
Peacock said, but he voiced concern about the students who leave
the college before graduation.
"We lose too many students,"
Peacock said. "Until we can retain
more of the high-risk students all
the way to a degree, we can't say
we are satisfied."
Generally the future looks
good for Columbia, but there are
certain trends that are cause for
worry, according to Peacock.
lower end. The thrust of the
Hultgren bill, on the other hand is
right on the money, pun intended.
"I would like to see a program
established where no freshmen or
sophomores wdu!d have to take
out a loan," Olino continued.
"The ratio [of loans to grants]
could change for juniors and
seniors."
Both proposals are set to be
considered by the legislarure this
spring.

"It' s not an either/or situa!ion,"
Rep. Hultgren added. "I don't
feel our bill would interfere with
the governor's proposal, or vice
versa. There's always a chance
that the two will be combined in
the legislative process.
"The main reason I thiflk our
bill is a good one, is that by granting srudents money for college,
instead of putting them in debt
with leans, graduates may be
more inclined to consider careers
in public service or education,
where the stiuting salaries.are not
that high," Hultgren explained.
"With loans, the students are
burdened with the payback, and
that causes them to seek higher
paying careers, partly because of
their accumulate<! debt. This bill
would potential!y benefit society
as a whole, as well as students,"
Hultgren concluded.
If either proposal, or a combination, is enacted this session,
funding would be available for
the '89-'90 school year. ·
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strengths. When students were good about tlfe college and
The college s mission statement refers to the wish to mainasked if they would recommend believe it will continue to grow
tain a racial mix at Columbia, but
Columbia to a friend, 55 percent and prosper--a good indication
the nationwide decline in black
answered "absolutely," a reaction that there will not be a lot of staff
male college enrollment is
that pleasantly surprised Peacock. turnover in the future, according
present here 1\lld threatens the
"I expected a lot of people to to Peacock.
balance of ethnic diversity and as
Peacock is optomistic that the
say 'probably,"' he said. "But
of yet, there is no solution on the • when that many respondents say college will be accredited for the
horizon, Peacock said.
'absolutely' you know you're on maximum of 10 years.
"We can't for the life of us
"We made a good case [with
the right track."
figure out !\ow to buck the trend,"
theself-srudy]. We'.reasreadyas
The study showed that the we'll ever be and now it's up the
Peacock said. "We have committed human and financial faculty and staff at Columbia feel
the evaluation team."
resources to minority students,
but despite our best efforts the
proportion of mirlority students
has declined here just as it has
Continued from page 1
everywhere else. We seem to be
--organizations agree to abide
doing a better job than most of
Conaway distributed a list
by school policy and rules
resisting the trend, but our fear is
with seven points for funding
--funding requests must be
that we are simply delaying the
criteria..
inevitable."
--the group m.uSt be officially received 30 days prior to the event
--organizations must be acAnother concern · is that
recognized by ihe administration
tively participating in SOC
Columbia may outgrow its
--the group must meet twice a
The council began initial plans
present facilities. Many more stuyear minimum
dents enrolled in fall 1988 than
--memberships must consist of for an open srudent forum in the
Ferguson Theater on May 17. All
were expecied. Renovation of the
at least 10 current Columbia srulast available space in the Wabash
students are invited to exchange
dents
building is now being completed
--clubs must sponsor one open ideas concerning srudent life at
and a dramatic increase in sruthe college.
student event a year
dents could result in overcrowdTwo such forums are planned
--officers must be currently enfor each school year.
ing, acco~ding to Peacock.
rolled srudents
"I guess our concern is about
too much ofa good thing but if the
alternative is lOOOfewer students,
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
I'll take the 1000 more and try to
.
YOURLIFE
figure out how to serve them all
well," he said.
American Heart ~
The srudy not only pointed out
.
Association ~
concerns at Columbia but also
revealed some of the instirution 's

Club funding
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Can the East rise again to respectability?
By Joe Gilleran

roo.:g· .J iiJtea

Sports team could
increase our spirit
Well Colwnbia College sports fans, this is the homestretch for this
columnist, but before I graduate, I want to leave an impression on this
school, and what betler way that to try and get an honest to goodness
sports team at Colwnbia.
Athletics at Columbia hasn't made an appearance since the midseventies, when we had a "real" basketball team.
Being a sports wriler at a paper that doesn't have a sports program
can ofJen make the job a little bit tougher.
I am proposing that the school try and get a basketball team together,
to compele with other Chicago city colleges.
Here is my plan to get a team at Columbia.
. - Organize a committee to head up a group of students to work with
administration to fmd a way to bring sports to Colwnbia. - This will
be done by meetings, press conferences, and getting the school behind
this effort.
- If there is a go ahead given from the administration, there are
multiple sJeps a school such as Columbia would have to make, such as
getting a coach that knows the high schools, and is familiar with high
school players. Gene Sullivan. are you reading this.
- Recruiting high school players from the area, to form a competitive team, and to give a Chicago flavor to the team.
·
- EnJer the NAIA basketball conference, and in years, who knows,
maybe we could be a Division I school like De Paul. This is a Division
III conference.
- Oblain these players who want to be studenl/athlele, not athlete/students.
- Become a school like the University of Nevada Las Vegas, a
commuter school that has done well in the past.
- Must fmd a gymnasium to practice and play home games. Maybe
Alwnni Hall at DePaul, or the University of Illinois at Chicago Pavil~a

.

- And above all, get the backing from Columbia, and help make
fmancial aid available for players who cannot afford to go to school
here and who are in need.
When I first came to Columbia in the fall of '85, they had a picture
in the Wabash bookstore of the 1976 Columbia College basketball
team. I often wondered why Colwnbia didn' t have an athletic program. Haven't you ever wonder why Columbia doesn't have a team?
Well I have, and isn't about time something has happened. In the
future weeks, maybe something will come together with getting a team ·
at Colwnbia.
Maybe we could even get a nickname for the Jearn like the Columbia
College Cavaliers, Kings, Clippers or Cougars.
Doesn't this sound like a good idea, and what betler way to bring
the school a little closer, and what betler way than to get a basketball
team.

In the American League East,
the Milwaukee Brewers have
Paul Molitor and Robin Yount
leading the team. Rob Deer and
rookie sensation Gary Sheffield
are expected to lake over · at
shortstop or third base.
The Brewers have fme relief
pitching in Dan Plesac and Teddy
Higuera, but they lack slaTting
pitching behind Chris Bosio and
1984 U.S. Olympian Don August.
The Detroit Tigers have the
!alent to make a run for the pennant, but Sparky Anderson must
manage this team to execule this
!alent.
Detroit's strength is pitching,
especially behind Jack Morris,
Doyle Alexander and Frank
Tanana. Their bullpen is solid
with Mike Henneman and the
forever-complaining Guillermo
Hernandez, formerly Willie Hernandez.
Alan Trammell and Lou
Whitaker return for their 12th
season as double-play companions. Will Keith Moreland
help? Can Fred Lynp, Gary Pettis
and Chet Lemon slay healthy to
anchor the outfield? Matt Nokes
is strong behind the plale, but
must improve offensively.
The Toronto Blue Jays also
have good talent, but just can't get
it together. They have one of the
top outfields in base~all with
George Bell, Lloyd Moseby and
Jesse Barfield. The Blue Jays
have two excellent starting
pitchers in Jimmy Key and Dave
Steib, and impressive reliever in
Tom Henke.
The Boston Red Sox lost
Bruce Hurst and Todd Benzinger
over the winter. They have one of
the premiere pitchers in Roger
Clemens. Backing up Clemens
are Mike Boddicker and Dennis
"Oil Can" Boyd.
Ex-Cub Lee Smith who had 29
saves last year, is key in the
bullpen. The Red Sox are a hitting
powerhouse with Dwight Evans,

NCAA basketball tourney: a shootout
between the East and the Big 10
By Joe Gilleran
t
The Fighting Illini reached the
Final Four for the first time in 37
years by defeating the Syracuse
Orangemen 89-86. Led by Midwest Regional MVP Nick
Anderson's 24 points and Kenny
Battle's 28 points, the Illini had
earned the right to face Big 10
rival Michigan Saturday April 1
in the Seattle Kingdom.
Illini coach Lou Henson is one
of only nine coaches who have
taken two different teams to the
NCAA Final Four. Henson did it
·with New Mexico Slate in 1970
and the Fighting Illini in 1989.
Anderson scored 24 points in the
regional semifinal victory over
Louisville . Highly touted
sophomore Marcus Liberty had
14 points in the Louisville victory, but only 2 points against
Syracuse while playing 11
minutes.
Guard Kendall Gill has
sparked Jllini tournament play
after returning to the lineup

before the regular season ended.
Gill had 18 points and eight
rebounds in 38 minules against
Syracuse. He also added 16
points in the Louisville game.
The Michigan Wolverines
earned a Final Four berth by beating North Carolina 92-87 and
crushing surprising Virginia 10265. Led by All-American Glen
Rice, who had 34 points in the
North Carolina game, the Wolverines are feeling more confident with interim coach Steve
Fisher, who has accomplished in
eight days what departed coach
Bill Frieder could not do in eight
years -- gain a berth to the Final
Four.
The Ouke Blue Devils have
reached the Final Four three times
in the last four years. Led by twotime All-American Danny Ferry,
the Blue Devils defeated Minnesota 87-70 and Georgetown 8577 to place second-seed Duke
(28-7) to face the PiraJes of Seton
Hall.
Seton Hall (30-6) has only

made the NCAA tournament
twice and has never made it to the
Final Four. Coach P J. Carlesimo
has a 106-111 coaching record in
six years with Seton Hall. Seton
Hall is from the Big East with the
likes of Georgetown and
Syracuse. Afler defeating Big 10
champion Indiana 78-65, and
UNLV 84-61, the Pirates will
have a tough test against the more
tournament experienced Duke
Blue Devils. The Pirates are led
by guard John Morton, averaging
17.3 points a game, and Ramon
Ramos 12.5 points a game.
On Saturday, April2 the Final
four met in the Kingdome in Settle. Seton' Hall (Seton Who?)
came from an 18 point deficit to
defeat the Duke Blue Devils 9578. Seton Hall scored only 12
points in the first 11 1/l minutes,
but scored 87 poinis in the next 28
1/l to send mighty Duke packing
back to Durham, N.C.
In the second game, the Fighting Illini failed to defeat Big Ten

Mike Greenwell, Ellis Burks and
aging Jim Rice. If third baseman
Wade Boggs will worry about
events on the field rather than off,
he will win his fifth consecutive
batting title. The key for the Red
Sox will be unity.
The mystery team in the AL
East is the Cleveland Indians.
Last year they fmished 78-84, and
in 1987 some thought they would
finish first-only to finish dead
last.
They have strong pitching in
Greg Swindell, John Farrell, Tom
Candiotti and reliever Doug
Jones. They added many new
faces to their roster including Pele
O'Brien, Jerry Browne, Oddibe

McDowell from Texas, and
Denny Gonzalez from Pittsburgh
as well as free agents Jesse Orosco and Luis Aguayo.
Lastly and intentionally, are
the woeful Baltimore Orioles.
Afterstartinglastyearat0-21 you
can guess what kind of season
they will have this year. With
veteran slugger Eddie Murray
gone for L.A., the only bright
spots are the Ripken brothers, Cal
and Billy. The only notable starting pitcher is Dave Schmidt.
Proud owners of the worst record
in the baseball last year, 54-107,
the Orioles have done little to improve their hitting and pitching-the worst in baseball

Bill Cartwright and the physically battered Bulla were beaten two
straight by lalah Thomaa and the Detroit Platona.

rival Michigan, whom they
defeated twice in the regular
. season. The Illini fell 83-81.

in an NCAA tournament (184).
P:J. Carlesimo and his Seton
Hall team should be given a lot of
credit because most people don't
The Michigan Wolverines know where Seton Hall is, let
were crowned NCAA champs ' alone a team to make it to the
after holding off fiesty Seton Hall championship game.
80-79 in overtime, the first
By the way, Seton Hall is a Big
NCAA championship to go into East school located in South
overtime since 1963. Michigan Orange, NJ. Seton Hall used
had not made the Final Four in 13 strong bench strength and an imyears. Glen Rice led Michigan pressive three-point shooting
with 31 points, making him tour- team that elirnirlated such powerney MVP and making him the Big houses as Indiana, Nevada-Las
IO's all-time leading scorer and Vegas and Duke in this tournathe record holder for most points menl

CiO FOR THE CiOLD.
You've just about completed one big challenge-your
degree. Ready for the next? Go for the gold. The gold bars
of a Second Lieutenant in the Army.
It's no picnic. O .C.S. (Officer Candidate School) is
a 14-week challenge that will make you dig deep inside yourself for mental and physical toughness. When you come
out, you'll be trim, fit, a commissioned officer in the Army,
and ready to exercise the leadership skills civilian companies put such a premium on.
Go for the gold. It could help you when you're ready
to reach for the brass ring·:

SGT BUSH

533-3398

ARMY. BEALLlOU CAM BE.

